Another Corrected Headline
Humanity is suffering in a false paradigm reality bounded by faux science, fake history,
filtered current events and financed by a fiat monetary system. The Faux Science Slayer
website has dozens of articles on each of these monarch-monopolist directed frauds. The
robber baron controlled Parrot Press provides the mono-tribe on these subjects, giving the
taking points that the New Media is quick to broaden to a diatribe. Often, there is another
side, the Empirical Truth side. We live in a Universe of statistically impossible order and
infinite complexity. To assume this is the “freak accident hypothesis” is laughable, to
assume the rampant LIES in science, history and current events, foisted on humanity are
all “random events” is worse than laughable, it is complicity in crimes against humanity.
Carbon climate forcing is a perfect example of Madison Avenue shape charged faux
science. Originally projected as uniform consensus, there was immediate push back, just
from the technical defects in this hypothesis. The then forced debate was only over the
“degree” of warming, instead of the real issue of a flawed, simplistic hypothesis.
Traditional Thermodynamics entered the debate, forcing a three sided discussion between
the Darth BIG Warmists, the Luke LITTLE Warmists and the Obie NO Warmists. The
engineers and physicist s on the Obie side KNOW warming and an excellent series of
articles supporting the NO warm position are at the Principia Scientific International
website under Publications.
“We don’t know who discovered water, but we are pretty sure it wasn’t the fish”. It is
difficult to sort thru the minutia of daily life, then have time to analysis the defects in the
matrix and the overall elitist driven trend line. While New Media is doing a
commendable job of presenting evidence of the Parrot Press constant misrepresentation
of reality, it is left to the reader to connect the mosaic dots and see the overall picture.
Sometime events are so absurd that a thousand words of text can be better focused with
just the proper, sentence fragment headline. With that, we will examine the current
events “back story”, or BS and the “corrected headline”, or CH that helps frame the false
narrative. We will begin with a Christmas time story on the evils of capitalism.
BS: An industrious Portland, Oregon eleven year old wanted to earn her own production
and marketing based income, so she went to her uncle’s farm and collected mistletoe,
which she bound with ribbons and bows. She set off for the market with a basketful of
these holiday decorations, only to be stopped by the authorities for unlicensed sales. She
was told that she could throw away her products and beg with an empty basket, but that
she was barred from capitalism in a free enterprise free zone.
CS: Portland Protected from Preteen Mistletoe Peddlers

Pg 2 (corrected)
BS: Continuing the Christmas theme, Dec 02, 2013 is Cyber-Monday and the Parrot
Press team at 60 Minutes did a fluff piece on Amazons NEW drone delivery service.
Never mind the logistics, costs and technical impossibilities of this science fiction spoof,
the Parrots pulled it off, giving giant Amazon a theoretical boost in cyber profits.
CH: Amazon Phantom Drones Fool Shopping Zombies
BS: MSNBC Parrot, Chrisy Mathews got a tingly leg when the Meshia Barry spoke and
breathless announced his upcoming Christmas special audience with the Blessed Leader.
CH: Tingly Leg Man Gets His Christmas Stocking Stuffed
BS: Always the center of world narcissism, King Barry has not found a leader that he
cannot equal. Barry is Washington, Jefferson, Lincoln, FDR, Reagan and more, but this
week he is also the New Nelson Mandela.
CH: Amazing, One Demigod Fits All Sizes of Mantles
BS: O-bombie-care can’t escape the news, so here’s a sample of relevant subjects.
Czarina Sebilius was having “difficulty” pushing the ACA so authorized a “clever jingle
contest” with $3000 in CASH prizes, the posted the video of the lucky winner.
CH: Comrades, Join the HHS Slavery Sing Along
Then the story broke that the HHS Czarina had only met with the King ONCE in three
years. The Matrix responded that they met ALL the time, off record [wink, wink]
CH: Potted Plant Meets Secretly with Rubber Stamp
BS: At this point the Bull Shit BS was beyond the Parrot Press limit and Politico replied.
CH: Politico Finds Transparent Truth Twister
BS: Since every cover story requires another cover story, more secret meetings were
imagined. To avoid recorded scheduling conflicts, the ghost of Sebilius attended.
CH: Puppet Prez Meets with Phantom HHS Poltergeist
BS: Since this is the MOST environmentally sensitive president in all of history, it was
fitting that the Planet Savior address the massive loss of California condors, golden and
bald eagles, whooping cranes, a million bats and land fills full of dead birds from the
windmill bird shredding lobby. The Eco Loon granted a 30 year wavier to the shredders.
CH: King Barry Gives the National Bird the Bird
BS: Not every news story involves frivolous waste of tax money and well scripted IDOL
WORSHIP, some have dire world peace implications. This week China suddenly
expanded it’s national airspace into the air space of others. Realizing the escalating
tensions in the region, world leader in crisis negotiation, BHO sent Joe “Bad Dog” Biden.
After five and a half hours of “tense” negotiations, and no deal, Bad Dog Biden said
“man, these guys are tough”.
CH: Chinese ‘X’ Beats Biden ‘O’ in Island Tic Tac Toe

page 3 (corrected)
BS: Despite their projection of omnipotent power, the Parrot Press is often caught with
their tail in the ringer. Such was the case recently when MSNBC new reader, Martin
Bahir alluded to defecation in a rival readers mouth. First he went on “vacation” which
was soon extended to “permanent vacation”.
CH: Mouth of Poo Martin Flushed by MSNBC
BS: Faced with double digit ratings drops to infinity, CNN opted for a Zucker bailout.
CH: Zucker Puts New Shade of Lipstick on CNN Pig
We could go on endlessly with this absurd false paradigm reality, but at some point it
world would be better to just explain the now transparent mosaic. We have a puppet
government and a Parrot Press. Barry Soetoro was preselected and groomed as the halfmaster, half-slave overseer on the elite’s progressive plantation. His megalomania,
coupled with the power he currently holds, does not bode well for humanity. Here are
two very dangerous memes that underpin this expanding tyranny. One, is that to oppose
ANY of the executive overreach, or poor concepts of this office is RACIST, and is not
protected by the First Amendment. Two, that the Second Amendment is a threat to the
safety of our nation. Here the back story can place both subjects in context.
Obama authorized the illegal shipments of assault weapons from legal American
businesses to the illegal drug cartels that resulted in the MURDER of hundreds of
innocent, unarmed Mexican citizens. Obama authorized the illegal shipment of assault
weapons from CIA caches to the Mo-slum Brotherhood resulting in the overthrow of
multiple Middle East countries and the MURDER of hundreds of innocent, unarmed
Coptic Christians by religious bigot arabs and the MURDER of tens of thousands of
black Libyans by racist arabs. Obama has authorized drone strikes in a dozen countries
resulting in the MURDER of hundreds of innocent, unarmed civilians.
It has been GOVERNMENT that has created the genocide of the past, present and they
fully intend to stage set for the greatest human extinction in history in the near future. It
takes decades of study to analyze the defective science and history in this false paradigm,
to be able to explain it well. Once explained, Truth is self evident. If you support this
false idol on the basis of token ethnicity then you might be a racist. But enough of
political introspection, let’s return to the tabloid reality, and more corrected headlines.
BS: Apparently, Hollywood trollop Lindsay Lohan and vacuous heiress Paris “Airhead”
Hilton had a tiff at the Miami Art Basel event and trollop supporters pushed heiress
siblings. The resulting twitter war was only missing its corrected headline.
CH: Some Feuds Can Only Be Settled with NUDE MUD WRESTLING
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